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Q.CODE : HB957 
Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT from Part-II and any TWO 

from Part-III. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

 
Part- I 

Q1  Only Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10) (2 x 10) 
 a) There was living an old man few years back ( correct the error if any)  
 b) I am having a bad day today. I'll call you when things are better."[state the type of verb 

used]  
 

 c) Blind, Adopted child, [write bias free alternatives]  
 d) He works as a stooge to the despot.    (mark the weak forms in the sentence)  
 e) Flashlight, Eraser [ provide the British alternatives of the given words]   
 f) How old are you      (Put The Correct Intonation Mark)  
 g) Preconceived notion’ is type of _______ [ filter / barrier]  
 h) /iə̯/, /ou̯/ (write words which carry the given sound)  
 i) Asking open-ended question symbolizes which type of listening.  
 j) The choir really enjoys that piece. [ change into passive]  
    
  Part- II  

Q2  Only Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) State the context when we preferably use rising tone.  
 b) calculator, Express, Photographic [make syllable division and identify the primary 

stress] 
 

 c) Briefly explain different reading strategies.  
 d) Define Aspect and state its relationship with Tense and time.  
 e) Add up, Count on, Fall out, Broke into, Run out, Cut out [ use in sentences to explain 

the meaning] 
 

 f) “I didn’t say we should invite him” [explain the change in meaning due to stress shift]  
 g) What Are The Possible Reasons of ‘Loss of Information’ Explain In Brief?  
 h) Write a short note on the role of ‘Guessing’ in reading.  
 i) ‘Still waters run deep’. [Write a paragraph on the given topic] word limit-200 words.  
 j) What is concord? Explain with example.  
 k) judge, recreate, fight, hallucination, cut, ship, [make phonemic transcription of the 

given words] 
 

 l) Differentiate between sign language and paralanguage.  
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  Part-III  
  Only Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  

Q3  State the importance of English at present time and discuss How it has taken a central 
position in meeting all communicative purpose. 

(16) 

    
Q4  Nonverbal communications are comparatively richer in content than the verbal 

communication; give reasons to justify your argument either in favor or against the 
statement. 

(16) 

    
Q5  Communication should be audience centric why? Discuss the role played by audience 

in the effectiveness of any communication. 
(16) 

    
Q6  State the fundamental differences between Standard Indian, American and British 

English; with examples. 
(16) 
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